REQUEST FOR QUOTATION (RFQ)
The Secretariat of the Benguela Current Convention (BCC) in partnership with the Department of Forestry,
Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) seek a service provider to procure Oiled Wildlife Response In-Field Rescue
& Rehabilitation equipment and the storage facility equipment, to be utilised in the rehabilitation of oiled marine
wildlife as preparedness and response to pollution-related incidences. The equipment will be stored and used from
the West Coast National Park. Companies or persons with basic knowledge in marine oiled wildlife are invited to
submit a quotation for the oiled wildlife response equipment as detailed in Annexure1.
Quotations and company profiles should be submitted on or before 1 September 2022, at 4pm, South African time.
Terms of Reference (ToRs), with items lists are provided separately (A&B), for the temporal response equipment
(A) and for the storage facility equipment (B). Service providers could provide quotations for the two categories of
equipment (A&B) or choose to supply quotation for one category (A or B). Quotations should include costs for
items and or services detailed in item lists provided in Annexure 1 of each ToRs’/specification’s document.
Quotations must be split for the TWO categories (A and B) of equipment.
All quotations with company profiles must be sent via e-mail to: Laimy@benguelacc.org
Quotations received after the deadline indicated above, shall not be considered for evaluation.

Thank you and we look forward to receiving your quotation.

Yours sincerely,

_____________________________
Millicent Makoala

A. TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) / SPECIFICATION
PROVISION OF THE OILED WILDLIFE RESPONSE EQUIPMENT AS DETAILED IN ANNEXURE 1A.
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1. PURPOSE
To appoint a service provider to procure Oiled Wildlife Response In-Field Rescue & Rehabilitation
equipment.
2. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Benguela Current Convention (BCC) is a multi-sectoral organisation established by Angola, Namibia and
South Africa to promote regional collaboration for integrated management, sustainable development and
protection of the marine environment, using an ecosystem approach to ocean governance in the Benguela
Current Large Marine Ecosystem (BCLME). The BCC is the first inter-governmental Convention in the world
to be based on the Large Marine Ecosystem (LME) concept of ocean governance – a move towards managing
transboundary resources at the larger ecosystem level (rather than at the national level) and balancing human
needs with conservation imperatives. The vision and objectives of the BCC are pursued through the
implementation of a Strategic Action Programme (SAP). Pollution is considered to be a serious threat to the
BCLME and is one of eight thematic areas in the SAP. The reason for this is that marine pollution in the
BCLME is increasing due to, among others, coastal zone urbanization, expanding shipping and offshore
drilling and mining activities. This ever-increasing use of the ocean space leads to increased risk of accidents
that could result in marine pollution, especially from oil spills. BCC provides support at national level among
its three-part states, to among other issues, address impacts of marine pollution.
South Africa’s coastline is a viable contributor to the country’s economy (O’Donoghue and Marshall, 2003),
with its geographical position essential for maritime trade (Sharfman et al. 2012). However, this has had its
disadvantage regarding pollution-related incidences, particularly from ships. Having been regarded as one of
the busiest shipping routes (Wepener and Degger, 2012; Chasomeris, 2006), the increase in the frequency of
oil spills has affected the density of seabird populations in and around the breeding habitats (Best et al. 1997;
Trathan et al. 2015), some which have threatened conservation status. Colonies are susceptible to oil pollution
from ships despite efforts to have ships sail at a distance from breeding colonies (Trathan et al. 2015).
Oil spills have devastating effects on other marine species such as seabirds, sea turtles, seals and otters to
name a few. When the oil is spilt, it floats on the water surface marine animals use for breathing, accessing
food and even resting. Oiling is extremely sensitive to marine animals through physical contact or ingestion
where the effects may be lethal or cause both internal and external damage. Internal effects include
gastrointestinal conditions such as ulcers and malnutrition; organ damage; anaemia and reduced
reproduction. Physical effects include loss of natural waterproofing leading to hypothermia, dehydration and
starvation; irritation to eyes, skin and mucous membranes and predisposes animals to infections.

Oiled wildlife was not formally recognized as part of the oil spill response in South Africa. This has resulted in
the lack of coordination in response effort of oiled marine wildlife from government, industry and rehabilitation
facilities. Furthermore, this, in turn, caused other significant consequences such as lack of animal welfare,
limited window of opportunity for response, loss of biodiversity, bad public perception for both government and
industry, legal issues and effects on other industries such as fisheries and tourism.
The Oiled Wildlife Response Equipment will not only prepare Management Authorities for responding to oiled
marine wildlife but also increase their survival.
It is in this light that the Secretariat of the Benguela Current Convention in partnership with the Department of
Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) seek a suitably qualified and independent service provider to
procure Oiled Wildlife Response equipment specified in Annexure 1.
3. OBJECTIVES
The Secretariat of the Benguela Current Convention (BCC) in partnership with the Department of Forestry,
Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) seek a service provider to procure equipment to be utilised in the
rehabilitation of oiled marine wildlife as preparedness and response to pollution-related incidences.
4. SCOPE AND EXTENT OF WORK
4.1 Procure the oiled wildlife response equipment as indicated in Annexure 1.
4.2 All service providers need to sign a code of conduct and service level agreement (SLA) upon nomination
as successful bidder.
4.3 Bidders are advised to form a joint venture in the event where bidders are found not to possess all the
requirements.
5. EXPECTED OUTCOMES
5.1 The Management Authorities have the required equipment to respond to rehabilitate oiled wildlife
temporarily.
6. PERIOD / DURATION OF THE SERVICE
All Oiled Wildlife Response Equipment be purchased before 24 October 2022.
7. EVALUATION CRITERIA
(a)

The contract will be awarded to the qualifying Bidders as per the following criteria:
(i)

Responsive/compliant/acceptable

(ii)

Delivery Period, and

(iii)

Having received the highest score out of a pre-determined set of weighted technical and financial
criteria specific to the tender proposal. In this regard, the respective weight of the proposals are as
follows:
a.

Technical Criteria weight is 70%

b.

Financial Criteria weight is 30%

Criteria

Weight

Technical Competence (based on CV, Proposal and interview (if
required))

Max. Point

70%

100

(a)

Proven knowledge and understanding of the supply and delivery of
the required activities as per Annex 1.

20%

(b)

Proven work experience of the Bidders Team in supplying and
delivering the required activities as per Annex 1.

20%

(c)

Response to the ToR and comprehensiveness of the Bid

20%

(d)

Previously disadvantaged individual/ entities

10%

Financial (Lower Offer/Offer*100)
Total Score

30%

Technical Score * 70% + Financial Score * 30%

8. Modification of terms
The BCC reserves the right to add, modify or omit certain portions of the tender scope at any time at its sole
discretion. This includes the right to cancel this tender at any time prior to entering into a contract with the
successful bidder.
9. Tender award
The contract will be awarded to a successful bidder within twenty-one (21) days of closing of this tender and the
successful bidder will supply and deliver the required Products and/or Services within the timeframe given in
Section 6, above.
10. Prime contractor relationship
The BCC will enter into a contract with only one successful bidder.
11. Confidentiality
(a)

Tenders submitted will not be revealed to any other bidders.

(b)

The BCC reserves the right to seek clarification or verification of any information contained in the tenders.

30%

(c)

All information pertaining to BCC obtained by the bidder as a result of participation in this tender is
confidential and must not be disclosed without written authorisation from BCC.

12. Ownership of data
Any data of whatever nature resulting from the provision of the Products and/or Services shall be the property of
BCC in partnership with DFFE and may be used by BCC and DFFE without restriction.
13.

COMPULSORY BRIEFING SESSION

(a)

There will be no compulsory briefing meeting

14.

SUBMISSION OF BIDS DOCUMENTS

14.1 The deadline for the submission of the quotation is 1 September 2022.
14.2 The Proposal shall comprise the following documents in electronic copies:
(a)

Technical Component inclusive of the information of the Company Profile

(b)

Financial Component showing the quotation of the items to be provided

14.3 (a)Technical Requirements
Experienced and competent firms interested in this assignment should submit the following:
I.

A one-page letter of introduction identifying the bidder and signed by the person(s) authorised to bind the
bidder to statements made in the proposal.

II.

A concise proposal indicating the approach and timeline for the assignment in a work plan format. The
work plan for the Products and/or Services as per Annex 1 must indicate the expected timeline for
deliverables/milestones.

III.

Complete CVs of all qualified and experienced staff/consultants that will engage in the assignment,
certified qualifications and other documentation in support of the CVs.

IV.

A Profile of the Company / Consultancy Firm / Consortium / Individual.

V.

All bidders are required to clearly state the name of the Primary Party with whom the BCC Secretariat will
enter into an Agreement. In the event of a consortium, or group of companies jointly delivering a
response, full details are required of each of the legal entities involved.

VI.

Description of role or element of the proposal to be fulfilled by any third-party and the full contact details
of any third parties involved in the proposal (if applicable).
(b) Financial Proposal Requirements
Bidders must address all the items/products listed in Annexure 1.
Schedule of costs/financial proposal must take the following format:

I.

All costs must be quoted in South African Rand (ZAR).

II.

The total cost of the proposal be clearly indicated (best and final offer).

III.

All prices must be quoted including VAT, where applicable.

IV.

A breakdown of the pricing and cost components for the Products and/or Services set out should be
in line with the given timelines.

14.4 The Financial Proposal should remain valid for 90 (ninety) days from the tender closing date.
14.5 The BCC may decide to reserve the right to annul the tendering process and not award the contracts.

15. PAYMENT TERMS
The Department undertakes to pay in full within 30 (thirty) days all valid claims for work done to its satisfaction
upon presentation of a valid invoice. No payment will be made where there is outstanding information/work
not submitted by the Service Provider until that outstanding information is submitted.

16. TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
Should you require any further information relating to the Bid, kindly contact:
Name: Millicent Makoala
Office Telephone No.: 021 819 2637

Cell No.: 066 082 1010

E-mail: MMakoala@dffe.gov.za
17. DELIVERY ADDRESS:
Bid documents including quotations must be sent via e-mail to:
Laimy@benguelaccc.org
Should the supplier/service provider choose to make hand delivery, bid documents must in a sealed envelope
and delivered to the following address:
For attention: Ms T. Sineke
The Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment
Branch: Oceans and Coasts
1 East Pier Road, V&A Waterfront, Cape Town, 8001

ANNEXURE 1
TEMPORARY RESPONSE EQUIPMENT LIST

Oiled Wildlife Response In-Field Rescue & Rehabilitation Equipment
Shade cloth (40%)
Long-handled nets
Bird scare tape (rolls)
Foghorn
Foghorn refills
Cable ties medium size (100)
Duct tape
Noisemakers (starter guns)
Handheld mirrors
Towels (large)
60ml syringes, the catheter tip
14FG feeding tube
Darrow's 2.5L
Ringer Lactate 1L
Needles 18G (100)
60ml syringes, the Luer tip
weighing scale
Stethoscope
10ml syringes
5ml syringes
2ml syringes
1ml syringes
ID tags (100)
Scissors
Pen dividers
Clips for pen dividers
Transport tape
Seabird transport boxes
Permanent markers
Sharps container 5L
Biohazard Bags 100
Black refuse bags (100)
First Aid kit
Tyvek suit (M, L, XL)

Capture
Capture
Hazing
Hazing
Hazing
Hazing
Hazing
Hazing
Hazing
Capture
Oral fluid administration
Oral fluid administration
Electrolyte solution
Electrolyte solution
Administer fluids
Fluid administration
weigh birds
Examination
Fluid/medication administration
Fluid/medication administration
Fluid/medication administration
Fluid/medication administration
individual identification tags for each bird
Adjusting ID bands on the flipper
For holding birds before placing in transport boxes
Holding pen dividers together to hold birds before
placing in transport boxes
Tape transport boxes securely
Transportation of birds
Marking boxes
Safe disposal of needles
hazardous waste
Waste collection
H&S
PPE

5
5
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
20
100
100
2
5
2
100
1
1
100
100
100
100
2
2
8
40
5
200
2
1
1
1
1
15

Gumboots (various sizes
Reef gloves (XS, S, M)
Safety goggles
Oilskins (M, L, XL)
Nitrile gloves disposable (100) small, medium, large
Crocs (size 5-10)
Armguards
Head torch (LED)
Perspex face mask
Green plastic bags (20)
Cable ties, 200mm
Cable ties, 100mm
Tents
Porta-pools
Accessories for pools
60ml syringes, the catheter tip
60ml syringes, luer slip
Ringers Lactate 1L
10ml syringes
5ml syringes
2ml syringes
1ml syringes
Darrows 2.5L
Deworming Ivomec* 1L
Deworming Maxilent* 1L
14 FG feeding tubes
Fisheater tabs 500's
Thiamine* 100's
vit Bco tablets* 1000's
Multivit* 1000's
Brewers Yeast*
Karbadust* 5% 500g
16 FG feeding tubes
Pen dividers
Clips for pen dividers
Nomad matting (6m x 1,2m)
Bowls
Bowls
Bowls
Tubs
Basins
Ice cream containers (2L)
Scissors
Chopping board
Plates to feed birds (lids)

PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
Field work at night
PPE
Dead bird collection
Dead bird collection
Dead bird collection
shade for birds and people
5m width x 1.2m height
filtration equipment for pools
Oral fluid administration
Fluid administration
Electrolyte solution
Oral fluid administration
Oral fluid administration
Oral fluid administration
Oral fluid administration
Oral fluid administration
Anti-parasitic
Anti-parasitic
Oral fluid administration
Supplements
Supplements
Supplements
Supplements
Supplements
Insect and pest control
To administer formula
Holding birds before placing in transport boxes
Holding pen dividers before placing in transport
boxes
Pen flooring
Feeding fish
Medicated fish
Disinfect syringes
Defrosting Fish
To wash oilskins and boots
Miscellaneous
Chop fish
To chop fish etc
To feed flying birds

15
15
15
15
3
15
15
5
6
5
100
100
3
3
3
100
100
5
500
500
500
500
2
1
1
100
1
1
1
1
1
10
100
32
128
6
5
5
1
4
2
10
4
2
10

Bench weighing Scale
Feeding stools
Tarpaulin (5m rolls)
Cotton buds
Scissors (oily)
Thermometer
LDC 25 litres
NITRILE Washing gloves, long sleeves
Betadine Oral 250ml
Chloramex 3.5g
Canola oil 2.5L
Spray bottles
Toothbrushes (NEW)
Savlon 2 litres
Plastic cups
Measuring jug 1.5L
Bucket
Washtub 40L
Water storage tubs 60L
Thick Hose pipes 50m + adapters (x4)
Thin Hose pipes + adapters (x4)
Non-slip matts
Paper towels
Good quality spray nozzles for end of hoses
Good quality ‘gun’ nozzles for end of hoses
Heat lamps 110/220V
Rubistar infra-red globes
Pet dryers

weigh fish
Feeding birds
Base layer under pools
Cleaning oil from face
Cutting tags
Water temperature taking
Washing detergent
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Washing
Decanting soap
Measuring soap
Emptying and filling washtub
Washing birds
Storing warm water
Washing & Rinsing
Washing & Rinsing
To avoid injury by slipping on a wet surface
Various uses
To rinse birds + various functions
To rinse birds + various functions
Drying washed seabirds/warmth
Drying washed seabirds/warmth
Drying washed seabirds/warmth

1
4
6
2
2
6
1
8
1
10
2
4
10
4
10
4
10
5
2
2
2
10
4
6
6
3
10
2

B. TERMS OF REFERENCE (TOR) / SPECIFICATION
PROVISION OF THE OILED MARINE WILDLIFE RESPONSE STORAGE FACILITY (AND SUNDRIES)
EQUIPMENT, (STORAGE FACILITY EQUIPMENT LIST) AS DETAILED IN ANNEXURE 1.
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18. PURPOSE
To appoint a service provider to procure a tailor-made storage facility equipment for the safekeeping of Oiled
Wildlife Response equipment.
19. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The Benguela Current Convention (BCC) is a multi-sectoral organisation established by Angola, Namibia and
South Africa to promote regional collaboration for integrated management, sustainable development and
protection of the marine environment, using an ecosystem approach to ocean governance in the Benguela
Current Large Marine Ecosystem (BCLME). The BCC is the first inter-governmental Convention in the world
to be based on the Large Marine Ecosystem (LME) concept of ocean governance – a move towards managing
transboundary resources at the larger ecosystem level (rather than at the national level) and balancing human
needs with conservation imperatives. The vision and objectives of the BCC are pursued through the
implementation of a Strategic Action Programme (SAP). Pollution is considered to be a serious threat to the
BCLME and is one of eight thematic areas in the SAP. The reason for this is that marine pollution in the
BCLME is increasing due to, among others, coastal zone urbanization, expanding shipping and offshore
drilling and mining activities. This ever-increasing use of the ocean space leads to increased risk of accidents
that could result in marine pollution, especially from oil spills. BCC provides support at national level among
its three-part states, to among other issues, address impacts of marine pollution.
South Africa’s coastline is a viable contributor to the country’s economy (O’Donoghue and Marshall, 2003),
with its geographical position essential for maritime trade (Sharfman et al. 2012). However, this has had its
disadvantage regarding pollution-related incidences, particularly from ships. Having been regarded as one of
the busiest shipping routes (Wepener and Degger, 2012; Chasomeris, 2006), the increase in the frequency of
oil spills has affected the density of seabird populations in and around the breeding habitats (Best et al. 1997;
Trathan et al. 2015), some which have threatened conservation status. Colonies are susceptible to oil pollution
from ships despite efforts to have ships sail at a distance from breeding colonies (Trathan et al. 2015).
Oil spills have devastating effects on other marine species such as seabirds, sea turtles, seals and otters to
name a few. When the oil is spilt, it floats on the water surface marine animals use for breathing, accessing
food and even resting. Oiling is extremely sensitive to marine animals through physical contact or ingestion
where the effects may be lethal or cause both internal and external damage. Internal effects include
gastrointestinal conditions such as ulcers and malnutrition; organ damage; anaemia and reduced
reproduction. Physical effects include loss of natural waterproofing leading to hypothermia, dehydration and
starvation; irritation to eyes, skin and mucous membranes and predisposes animals to infections.

Oiled wildlife was not formally recognized as part of the oil spill response in South Africa. This has resulted in
the lack of coordination in response effort of oiled marine wildlife from government, industry and rehabilitation
facilities. Furthermore, this, in turn, caused other significant consequences such as lack of animal welfare,
limited window of opportunity for response, loss of biodiversity, bad public perception for both government and
industry, legal issues and effects on other industries such as fisheries and tourism.
The Oiled Wildlife Response Equipment will not only prepare Management Authorities for responding to oiled
marine wildlife but also increase their survival.
It is in this light that the Secretariat of the Benguela Current Convention in partnership with the Department of
Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) seek a suitably qualified and independent service provider to
procure a tailor-made storage facility (and sundries), for the safe keeping of Oiled Wildlife Response
equipment, as specified in Annexure 1.
20. OBJECTIVES
The Secretariat of the Benguela Current Convention (BCC) in partnership with the Department of Forestry,
Fisheries and the Environment (DFFE) seek a service provider to procure a tailor-made storage facility for the
safekeeping of Marine Oiled Wildlife Response equipment.
21. SCOPE AND EXTENT OF WORK
21.1 Procure the oiled wildlife response equipment as indicated in Annexure 1.
21.2 All service providers need to sign a code of conduct and service level agreement (SLA) upon nomination
as successful bidder.
21.3 Bidders are advised to form a joint venture in the event where bidders are found not to possess all the
requirements.
22. EXPECTED OUTCOMES
22.1 The Management Authorities have a storage facility for the safekeeping of oiled wildlife response
equipment.
23. PERIOD / DURATION OF THE SERVICE
All Oiled Wildlife Response Equipment be purchased before 24 October 2022.
24. EVALUATION CRITERIA
(b)

The contract will be awarded to the qualifying Bidders as per the following criteria:
(iv)

Responsive/compliant/acceptable

(v)

Delivery Period, and

(vi)

Having received the highest score out of a pre-determined set of weighted technical and financial
criteria specific to the tender proposal. In this regard, the respective weight of the proposals are as
follows:
a.

Technical Criteria weight is 70%

b.

Financial Criteria weight is 30%

Criteria

Weight

Technical Competence (based on CV, Proposal and interview (if
required))

Max. Point

70%

100

(e)

Proven knowledge and understanding of the supply and delivery of
the required activities as per Annex 1.

20%

(f)

Proven work experience of the Bidders Team in supplying and
delivering the required activities as per Annex 1.

20%

(g)

Response to the ToR and comprehensiveness of the Bid

20%

(h)

Previously disadvantaged individual/ entities

10%

Financial (Lower Offer/Offer*100)
Total Score

30%

Technical Score * 70% + Financial Score * 30%

25. Modification of terms
The BCC reserves the right to add, modify or omit certain portions of the tender scope at any time at its sole
discretion. This includes the right to cancel this tender at any time prior to entering into a contract with the
successful bidder.
26. Tender award
The contract will be awarded to a successful bidder within twenty-one (21) days of closing of this tender and the
successful bidder will supply and deliver the required Products and/or Services within the timeframe given in
Section 6, above.
27. Prime contractor relationship
The BCC will enter into a contract with only one successful bidder.
28. Confidentiality
(d)

Tenders submitted will not be revealed to any other bidders.

(e)

The BCC reserves the right to seek clarification or verification of any information contained in the tenders.

30%

(f)

All information pertaining to BCC obtained by the bidder as a result of participation in this tender is
confidential and must not be disclosed without written authorisation from BCC.

29. Ownership of data
Any data of whatever nature resulting from the provision of the Products and/or Services shall be the property of
BCC in partnership with DFFE and may be used by BCC and DFFE without restriction.

30.

COMPULSORY BRIEFING SESSION

(b)

There will be no compulsory briefing meeting

31.

SUBMISSION OF BIDS DOCUMENTS

14.1 The deadline for the submission of the quotation is 1 September 2022.
14.2 The Proposal shall comprise the following documents in electronic copies:
(c)

Technical Competency Report inclusive of the information of the Company Profile

(d)

Financial Component showing the quotation of the items to be provided

14.3 (a)Technical Requirements
Experienced and competent firms interested in this assignment should submit the following:
VII.

A one-page letter of introduction identifying the bidder and signed by the person(s) authorised to bind the
bidder to statements made in the proposal.

VIII.

A concise proposal indicating the approach and timeline for the assignment in a work plan format. The
work plan for the Products and/or Services as per Annex 1 must indicate the expected timeline for
deliverables/milestones.

IX.

Complete CVs of all qualified and experienced staff/consultants that will engage in the assignment,
certified qualifications, and other documentation in support of the CVs.

X.

A Profile of the Company / Consultancy Firm / Consortium / Individual.

XI.

All bidders are required to clearly state the name of the Primary Party with whom the BCC Secretariat will
enter into an Agreement. In the event of a consortium, or group of companies jointly delivering a response,
full details are required of each of the legal entities involved.

XII.

Description of role or element of the proposal to be fulfilled by any third-party and the full contact details
of any third parties involved in the proposal (if applicable).

(b) Financial Proposal Requirements
Bidders must address all the items/products listed in Annexure 1.
Schedule of costs/financial proposal must take the following format:
V.

All costs must be quoted in South African Rand (ZAR).

VI.

The total cost of the proposal be clearly indicated (best and final offer).

VII.

All prices must be quoted including VAT, where applicable.

VIII.

A breakdown of the pricing and cost components for the Products and/or Services set out should be
in line with the given timelines.

14.4 The Financial Proposal should remain valid for 90 (ninety) days from the tender closing date.
14.5 The BCC may decide to reserve the right to annul the tendering process and not award the contracts.

32. PAYMENT TERMS
The Department undertakes to pay in full within 30 (thirty) days all valid claims for work done to its satisfaction
upon presentation of a valid invoice. No payment will be made where there is outstanding information/work
not submitted by the Service Provider until that outstanding information is submitted.
33. TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES
Should you require any further information relating to the Bid, kindly contact:
Name: Millicent Makoala
Office Telephone No.: 021 819 2637

Cell No.: 066 082 1010

E-mail: MMakoala@dffe.gov.za
34. DELIVERY ADDRESS:
Bid documents including quotations must be sent via e-mail to:
Laimy@benguelaccc.org
Should the supplier/service provider choose to make hand delivery, bid documents must be in a sealed
envelope and delivered to the following address:
For attention: Ms T. Sineke
The Department of Forestry, Fisheries and the Environment
Branch: Oceans and Coasts
1 East Pier Road,
V&A Waterfront, Cape Town, 8001

ANNEXURE 1
MARINE OILED WILDLIFE STORAGE EQUIPMENT LIST

Storage Container
Shipping Storage Container (Tailor-made)
Labelling/Branding of the Shipping Container

To store OWR equipment - West Coast National
Park
Wording and High-Resolution Logos to be
provided by the Department and the BCC

1
1

Hygiene (for storage container)
Mops
Buckets
Thin hoses
Hard broom
Soft broom
Dustpan and brush
F10 SCXD 5L
F10 SC 5L
Washing powder
Washing basket
Pegs (100)
Washing line
High-pressure hose

Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Cleaning/Hygiene
Hanging washing
Drying towels etc.
Mats and crates

3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
5
1

PPE (for storage container)
High visibility waistcoat
Backpacks
Lightweight Aluminium H-Frame Fishing Backpack
Wetsuits
Booties
Reef gloves in various sizes (from XS)
Safety goggles
Whistles
Oil Skins (S, M, L, XL, 2XL)
Nitrile Gloves (Disposable) – various sizes (boxes) 100
Tyvek suit (M, L, XL)
Crocs (sizes 5 – 10)
Arm protectors: REEF
Gumboots (various sizes)
Wastewater tank 5,000 L

Health & Safety
Fieldwork
Fieldwork & capture
PPE
PPE
Capture
PPE
Attracting attention in the field
PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
PPE
Wastewater storage

6
4
3
2
2
6
6
6
6
3
10
6
6
6
1

